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EDITOR'S
NOTE 

Hey there, sis!

We have reached our final issue for the year 2021. What a year it's been. As
much as the month of December is full of excitement and festivities, to
some, it may bring bad memories and heartache. Wherever you find yourself
this festive season, I pray that you will find God right in the middle. May you
feel so held that God's wrap-around Presence is undeniable.

As we conclude the year, in this month's issue, we go down memory lane. We
have brought back some (just some!) of the most inspiring articles written
during the year. If you missed them, you might want to treat yourself with
this one.

Praying for a wonderful Christmas season and fruitful New Year, from mine
to yours.
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SABRINA KAMEMBO

EDITOR IN CHIEF

SabrinaK



Written by Zanele Baloyi

THE ROAD TO
HEALING...
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When we talk about emotional, mental and spiritual

wounds, the first thing that comes to mind is that; “it’s hard

to begin the healing journey”. I am not Usain Bolt, but I

was a gold medallist in running away from things that

wounded me. I couldn’t take the first step towards healing

because it meant that I had to tend to my wounds, and

that was scary for me. Like most runners, though, you

become exhausted and two things happen; you learn to

function around the wounds or you start healing. 

As someone who was trying to maintain my track record, I

learned to function around my wounds because that, in

itself, was also a form of running away. So, I did that. For

me, running away practically looked like getting addicted

to pornography, being emotionally unavailable, getting

attracted to toxic relationships and developing countless

trauma responses that became my personality and

identity. For example, I presented myself as the shy girl,

when in fact, I was afraid to use my voice because the one

time I did, I was hurt. Shutting down was a response to

trauma, but eventually, it became who I was.

I ran until I encountered the human side of Jesus. One

night, when memories of being abused in high school by

a group of boys was overwhelming, God reminded me of

the day Jesus was resurrected, and interestingly enough,

it wasn’t the resurrection that He emphasized, but it was

His scars. After three days of the crucifixion, Christ

appears to His disciples and the first thing He says is

“Peace be to you”, and then the first thing He does is show

them His hands and His side. Jesus’s body had to go

through healing because His body was fully human. But

He could have come back with no scars. I mean, this is

the same Jesus who raised the dead back to life.

Removing a scar did not even compare. We don’t know

what took place within the three days that He was gone,

but He came back alive and healed. So, for the first time, I

felt like I encountered the Jesus, the Messiah who could

sympathize with me in my own pain. One who had

wounds that He Himself also needed healing for. So, in

the safety of His love and in the relatability in His scars, I

gave Him the weakest “yes” I had ever given, “yes” to the

journey of healing.

So, how did saying yes unfold and look like? To be

honest, it was hard and it was messy and there was a

lot more crying before I could actually get to a place

where I could genuinely smile again. It looked like

finally being honest to those around me, that I wasn 't

okay. It looked like finally contacting a therapist that a

friend suggested. It looked like vulnerability. In the

messiness of it all, God reminded me that during the

three days while Jesus was away healing, He had to

disappoint some, others felt confused and abandoned

by Him and that sometimes we might have to bear the

casualties that come with healing. Yes, it’s true, I

disappointed some, confused some and others felt

abandoned by me when I began to heal, and that was

hard for me, but at the end of the day, I knew it was

necessary.

 The only way to handle the casualties was to always

be honest in communicating where I was at and free

myself from thinking I could control or micromanage

how everyone would respond to my journey. I had to

give myself grace to make mistakes and know that I

wasn’t God. I was God’s child who was trying to heal. 

Being a runner, I naturally wanted instant healing; I

hated the idea that healing was a journey and not a

destination. I felt constantly frustrated that I wasn’t

arriving to such an extent that I neglected to see the

healing and growth that had already been taking place.

I wanted to pray away wounds overnight that had been

bleeding for years. “Make it make sense, Lord”. 

I couldn’t help but think of what we call the Lord’s

Prayer, where it talks about daily bread. In the midst of

the pandemic, one of the things we saw is that in the

presence of fear, and having things out of our control,

we saw people buy supplies in bulk. I think, if we could

avoid coming to God daily and just get our bread in

bulk, we would have done that a very long time ago,

but we don’t have that option. I had to trust the divine

nature of Jesus by leaning on Him daily. Not just when

things were going sour or falling apart, but every single

day with the mundane things. I had to believe that God

cared about my wounds enough to go through the

journey of healing with me.
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I had the courage to say no to things, not because I

was being petty or scared, but because I could now

finally speak my truth without feeling the need to

protect parts of me that were bleeding. I could finally

believe that God genuinely does love me. No matter

how many times I’ve heard that before, this time, I

didn’t have my wounds to convince me

otherwise.Instead, I had scars to prove that He did.

Scars that showed up once you are healed. There is

no formula or a step-by-stepprocess to this journey,

but there are two essential things needed; your “yes”-

God is such a gentleman, He won 't force Himself on

you, and secondly, going the journey with God. I know

it’s tempting to want to make it seem like you’re “self-

made”, but you are “God-made”, and He would love to

process and unpack your pain with you or with you

and your therapist.

God won’t force you to go through parts of your story

that He knows you are not ready for; He is not abusive.

As you trust Him, as you surrender your will, He gives

you the grace and the strength to face things that were

once crippling to you. He is Jehovah Rapha, God our

healer, He isn’t some person who has no clue about

what He is doing, He surpasses all the worldly wisdom

and He makes the wisdom of this world look foolish.

I know it’s not easy, I know you are probably tired, I

know it hurts and I know it’s heavy and draining to

walk with the wounds that you have. 

 

 

“God won’t force you to go
through parts of your story
that He knows you are not

ready for”

Today, I hope you are made aware of the Father’s heart

towards you, that He wants you to cry and cast your

cares unto Him so that at the end we can be what

apostle John writes in 3 John 1:2

“Beloved, I pray that in all respects you may prosper

and be in good health, just as your soul prospers.”

Let it be so.

I knew I was healing when I could be fully honest about

how I was. When I didn 't put on a mask, when I stopped

bleeding on innocent people and when I started to see

what was me and what was a trauma response that

became part of my identity. I knew I was healing when I

could let go of toxic relationships, even when I was still

afraid of being lonely.

Once I started to heal, I could see the true me and my

view of God wasn’t so distorted anymore. I could look at

God through the lens of His word and who He says He is,

instead of viewing Him through the lens of my wounds. 
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MOTHERHOOD

‘BEING A MAMA WHO BELIEVES THE BEST IS YET TO COME IN THEIR
‘CHILDREN’ WHILE GUIDING, LOVING AND GENTLY LEADING THEM

INTO ALL GOD CREATED THEM TO BE.'

MOTHERHOOD
&
SPIRITUAL
MOTHERHOOD
By Tamlyn Trefz
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MOTHER-
HOOD
As I sit here, ready to type, with a toddler
sleeping, teen at a “hang out” (not a “play date”)
and tween playing video games; the time is set,
the atmosphere is ready- and then little
footsteps are heard. Crawling up my legs and
slipping into a fetal position with thumb in
mouth, we snuggle our way back into a shallow
sleep. I look down, trying to decide how I will
manage not to get a sore neck and back, and
still be able to type with one hand, or if I will
have a moment of frustration, grumpily saying:
‘WHEN CAN I EVER DO ANYTHING FOR ME, just
for 5 minutes?”

I stop and I look again; these were the moments
I prayed for, these very interruptions, these
moments of stopping and snuggling. These are
the moments of complete motherhood, where
our own moments (Yes, OUR moments) are
constantly interrupted, but when you stop to
look again, these are moments used to guide,
love and lead. 

(Yes, we need our own time, I am a firm believer
of that. We need good mental health to be a
better person for all of those who are in our
world, as well as for our own well-being.)

Mothering, however, is something that might
come easy for some and might be hard for
others. The perfect Instagram ideas are broken
by lack of sleep, a teenager who seems to have
been dropped off from another planet, or a
young adult that might still be living at home.
Mothering also looks very different for people as
their families grow in different ways; sometimes,
without having children of their own.

Mothering exists in whatever way that may look
like for you. Motherhood is what God has
entrusted some to walk a journey in. I feel some
of you want to stop reading, saying: “Tam, this is
totally not a relevant article for me to read. I am
too young / too old or have no intention to birth
my own children, so let’s rather get to another
page where I can relate to you.” Stop! Did you
know that there are many young ladies (be it
whatever age) who are in your world waiting for
a mother to mother them? It doesn’t mean you
are going to be waiting up at night for a
message to be told they have arrived home or
having to make a bottle in the middle of the
night. No, there are young ladies, young girls,
older girls, older women who long for a spiritual
mother to help remind them of the plan and
purpose God has for their lives. 

You might not have had the experience, but if
you are open to listening to God and allowing
Him to guide you to someone, He will lead you.
He needs you; you are more equipped than some
of the best mothers I know. I am known as ‘G-
mama’ (God-mama) and I think it’s only fitting to
now refer to these spiritual mothers as G-mamas.
So, bear with me!

The young ladies that God brings across our
paths: their worlds might look very different to
yours, but it’s our choice to make, to rather be
more concerned about their futures and what
God is calling them to be, even if that means
interrupting our own personal plans and futures.
My heart is more concerned for what God can do
through them in this next generation that is
coming up. God can continue to use me in what
He has called me to be and I can get guidance,
love and advice from my own mother and G-
mamas - but who is lovingly looking back to see
the message of what God is wanting to do in this
next generation coming through? G-mamas
want the best for their ‘children’ and their future,
but I also realized that they need help and
guidance in getting to the place He has created
them to be in – FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS!

Be it that you are a physical mother or a G-mama,
you need to look at the world through your
‘children’s eyes’. The world around them will look
very different to yours. We, therefore, need to
constantly be aligned with God in seeking Him
first for guidance, love and leadership when
walking a journey with them. Their worlds work
differently than the ones you grew up in. They will
pray, praise and experience God differently, but
one thing’s for sure, the God of the bible is still
the God of today. Nothing has changed with that
regard. So, the principles of what God is wanting
to do through you rippling into their lives will
have the same base building blocks, allowing
their true calling and identity to be that of a
thousand years ago, which is; that we get our
identify from Him and who He says we are.  

By Tamlyn Trefz
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Mothering is hard, but oh it’s so worth it! It’s about

investing time because that person is of value, and

worth investing your time into. Far more valuable

than “having to cancel a pedi” because your child

needs you. Yes, that was your time, but your time can

also be rescheduled when a child doesn’t need you.

Once again, I am not saying you must not come first

at times, not at all, but when we make that decision

to mother, we have someone that relies on us to be

there when no one else will. They rely on us to have

those conversation that no one dares to have. They

push and challenge, they love and encourage. 

We are called to be a generation that encourages

the next generation. God is going to be doing far

more with this generation than ever before. If they

aren’t prepared to receive and be active in it, we are

the ones who will be at loss.

When we know who we are in Christ, the rest of

learning, loving and building can be done. As a

mother or G-mama we are called to help mother our

‘children’ to bring out the best in them and to see

what God has sung over them. Seek these from God

as you lovingly mother your ‘children’, as no two

children are the same. God has sung a heart song

over each one and we need to learn to work around,

through and with these beautiful notes that don’t

always seem so easy. Children don’t just need another

Influencer to follow and get guidance from… they are

desperate for someone to see them and see what

they can’t see about themselves. 

We need to close the gaps for them, the gaps that

can lead to destruction. We need to show them how

to fight when its hard and rejoice when there’s victory

to celebrate. Love unconditionally and learn to bring

out the best of themselves. 

SO, LET’S BE WOMEN WHO MOTHER; RELYING ON GOD WHO IS ABLE TO DO
MORE THAN WE COULD EVER IMAGINE HIM DOING. CHANGING THE DESTINY OF

ONE BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER AND SON AT A TIME, THROUGH CHRIST WHO
STRENGTHENS THEM. 

M
O
T
H
E
R
H
O
O
D
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F I N D I N G  T H E
F L O W  O F

C R E A T I V I T Y
B Y  N A T A S H A  M U B A N G A  
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F I N D I N G  T H E  F L O W  O F
C R E A T I V I T Y

My journey with writing evolved when I was

around 10 years old; that's the earliest I can

remember. Writing short stories, journaling,

processing thought, and simply capturing what I

learnt about the world around me and about

myself. 

When we had English orals in grade 9, I

remember giving a speech about what it was like

to be an adolescent teenage girl. I don't

remember much of what I said, but I do

remember using expressive language to

communicate how I felt. My English teacher

posted my speech in a blog and I remember

thinking of myself as somewhat of a writer from

that day. 

When I was in grade 10, I wrote a speech about

something controversial at the time. One of my

classmates, who was fairly new and had just

transferred schools, gave me a standing ovation,

this was the first time I'd ever received that kind

of praise from my peers about my writing, after

class he asked me if I wrote spoken word poetry

and I remember being slightly confused, I'd never

thought of myself as a poet, if anything I thought

poetry was boring, slow, confusing and too

Shakespearean, but he explained it in such a way

that peaked my interest, I started researching to

find out what spoken word poetry was all about

and since then I started writing differently; I

started being intentional about literary devices

and how to speak in poetic undertones, and so,

my writing journey has been unfolding ever since. 

B Y  N A T A S H A  M U B A N G A  
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Creativity is multi-faceted, if there's

anything this new decade has taught us it's

that there's more than one or twenty ways

to be creative, but that often leaves us with

the tragedy of choice, having to discover

and wrestle with how to uncover which form

of creativity is our 'niche' and sometimes

that causes a staggered output of creativity. 

I share my journey with writing and poetry

to highlight that in retrospect, I see that I've

been left with markers or indicators that

have pointed me in the right direction. 

The different ways I create are still quite

poetic in nature, layered and dressed up. 

The journey of learning that the vehicle for

creativity for me is poetry, has kept my

creative flow consistent; for others it could

be music, fashion, fine art. 

Sometimes there's a frustration and

yearning to create something but don't

know where to begin, and so, this is an

invitation to introspect. 

What have the markers and indicators been

in your life? 

In 2019, I moved to Somerset West in Cape

Town to commit a year to what I believed

God was calling me to do. I was an intern

under two organizations, one would serve to

train, disciple and commission me, and the

other, an environment where everything I

learnt was put into practice and applied. I

stayed at a children's village; a home where

children without adequate parental care are

fostered, protected and cared for.  

" W H A T  H A V E  T H E
M A R K E R S  A N D

I N D I C A T O R S  B E E N  I N
Y O U R  L I F E ? "
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My year out was extremely challenging,

among the various things that were

happening, questions about purpose, God

and life started to fester. 

The church I attended during my year out

had creative evenings, I was asked to share

a spoken word piece and I remember the

piece being very reflective of how I viewed

God, life and myself, it was quite dark,

hopeless and heavy so much so that I was

asked to add a little bit hope and joy; a few

lines that would express the beauty of God,

and so I did, but afterwards I was left with so

many questions, because in editing the

poem, what I wrote I didn't quite believe, I

wanted to understand why my view of life

was so dark, yet I was a Christian. I

remember this question "but Who do you

say I am?" being a question I felt God was

asking me, and so I sat with that question,

wrestled with scripture, processed and

prayed, and birthed a poem as the answer. I

was fortunate enough to share the poem at

another creative night and after I shared,

something shifted.

I've always written as a way to process life,

just putting down thoughts, and dressing

words up for fun, I had never processed that

it was something that I could use to edify,

rebuke or even encourage someone, let

alone glorify God. 

Nina Simone once said, an artist's duty is to

reflect the times. There's an undergirding

idea in what she's saying; that there's a

reason why you create, there's purpose. 

Purpose is weighty in that it fuels creativity.

Finding your niche and being able to create

is beautiful, but what's the point if it's

aimless and without direction. 

And so, another invitation would be to ask

yourself the hard question of why? 

 

What I've aimed to highlight is that for one

to be consistent in creativity; or to have

creative flow, you need to discover what

that creative vehicle is, it's often implied

that we know and understand what it is,

that implication if wrong could hinder our

creative flow. We've lived extraordinary lives

that can point us in the right direction, with

the help of the Holy Spirit who orders our

steps and It's an amazing journey to

discover what that vehicle is. 

Seek to find the why. Knowing why you

create gives direction. Once you know what

you're trying to communicate you're able to

have the passion to continue wrestling with

ideas until your why is effectively

communicated. 

It's important to note that the thing about

flow, is that we understand it to be

continuous, varying in consistency but

always constant. When you think of a

stream, a river, any analogy that fits the idea

of flow, we always, consciously or

subconsciously understand that there's a

source or reason as to why whatever is

flowing continues to do so. 

One of the few things that I've learnt about

finding creative flow is that the source for

me is God; explicitly or implicitly.

What I mean by this is that, the way I

process creativity and the reason for why I

create is informed by the reality of my lived

experience; the center of my lived

experience is God.

' A N D  S O ,  A N O T H E R
I N V I T A T I O N  W O U L D  B E
T O  A S K  Y O U R S E L F  T H E

H A R D  Q U E S T I O N  O F
W H Y ?  "
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Roll out 1 puff pastry sheet slightly on each side.  (400g of puff pastry covers a rectangular pie dish of  

34cmX20cm and the other 400g covers the top.)

Line the base of the pie dish and prick with a fork before baking. This allows the steam to escape so

that the pastry does not puff up in the oven. 

Cover with cling wrap and place in the refrigerator to stay cold.

When the filling is properly cooled, place on the base of the pastry.

Place the 2nd rolled pastry sheet on top of the pie filling.  Slightly join the sides.  Cut off any extra

pastry to make pastry leaves for the decoration of the pie.

Pierce the tip of a knife into the centre of the pie to make a small hole.  The hole is to allow steam to

escape when baking.

Brush the pastry with the beaten egg to give the pie a golden-brown colour.

Bake in a preheated oven of 220°C.  (A hot oven ensures the moisture in the dough turns into steam,

which is what makes puff pastry rise. Puff pastry should only be baked for a short time. 15 to 20

minutes usually suffices.  The pie must be a golden-brown colour.

LINING THE DISH WITH PASTRY 
Ingredients 
2 × 400g Puff pastry roll readymade (Rolled puff pastry that is light and flaky)

1 Egg, beaten 

Method 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

CHICKEN MIXTURE 
Ingredients 
 1   Onion finely chopped. 

¼  Red pepper finely chopped. 

¼  Green pepper finely chopped.

 3   Cloves of Garlic finely chopped.

½  Teaspoon of fresh chilli.

10g Butter for frying 

  2 Pinches of salt 

     Ground black pepper to taste 

 6 Chicken breasts cut into cubes. 

Sauté onions, red pepper, green pepper, garlic

and chilli in butter till soft and golden brown

Add salt and black pepper.

Add cubes of chicken and cook until done.

Set aside to cool down.

Method 

1.

2.

3.

4.

THICK WHITE SAUCE 
Ingredients 
100 g Butter or margarine (butter adds more flavour)

½ Cup of cake flour 

500ml Milk 

1 Pinch of salt 

Melt butter in a saucepan over low heat.

Add the flour, stirring until smooth. 

Cook for 1 minute, stirring constantly. 

Gradually add the milk; cook over medium

heat, stirring constantly until sauce is

thickened and bubbly. 

Stir in salt.

Set aside to cool.  

Hint:  Place a piece of cling wrap directly onto

the sauce to avoid a skin or film from forming

on the sauce.

Method 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

PIE FILLING
Method 
Add the chicken mixture to the white sauce and stir gently to combine.  

The mixture must be properly cooled down before placing it onto the pastry base. 

HOMEMADE CREAMY CHICKEN PIE 
 Yield:  8  -  10  portions By  Karen  Kleintjies
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Method:

1. Preheat oven to 180 degrees Celsius, line a

baking tray with baking paper or spray with

“Spray and Cook”

2. In a large bowl, combine melted butter,

eggs, vanilla essence, oil. Mix well together.

3. Add white and brown sugars to the mixture

and whisk well together.

4. In a separate bowl mix: flour, instant coffee,

baking powder, salt together. Make sure to sift

all these ingredients to air rate the mixture and

to get rid of any lumps or unnecessary pieces.

5. Mix dry mixture in with wet, gradually add

milk until mixture is oey and gooey.

6. Toss dark chocolate pieces into batter and

fold.

7. Add batter to pan and smooth out right up

until the edges of the pan.

8. Bake for 30 minutes or until the center is set,

your center should still be wobbly once

removed from oven.

9. Remove brownies from oven and decorate

with fresh strawberries, meringue and a dash

of dark chocolate ganache, otherwise just

sprinkle icing sugar over cooled brownies and

enjoy.

INGREDIENTS:

DRY

1 Cup of Granulated White Sugar

1 Cup of Light Brown Sugar

188ml of Dutch Cocoa Powder

1 Cup of Flour

1 TBSP of Instant Coffee

260g of Dark Chocolate (baking chocolate)

1 Tsp of Baking Powder

1 Tsp of Salt

WET

3 Eggs (at room temperature)

1 Cup of Melted Butter

125ml of Milk (at room temperature)

1 TBSP of Vanilla Essence

15ml of Oil

P H A R R Y N ' S
F O O L - P R O O F
B R O W N I E S

P R E P  T I M E :  2 5  M I N U T E S  
C O O K I N G  T I M E :  3 0  M I N U T E S  
S E R V E S :  1 2 - 1 6  B R O W N I E S  
3 8 0  K C A L

Recipe and photo by Pharryn Jansen
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WHO ARE YOU?
DO THIS WORD SEARCH TO FIND OUT

 
Sometimes you need to be reminded of what your identity is in Christ.

Search and find some of the things God says you are in the Bible:
 

( P.S. You can take a screenshot on your phone
and circle the words you find with your edit function ;)
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We’ll help you with the first one! 
 

For God so   LOVED   the world that he gave his one and only Son,
that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.

~ John 3:16 NIV
 

18 more reminders to go! 
 

 
For all who are allowing themselves to be led by the Spirit of God are sons of God.
For you have not received a spirit of slavery leading again to fear [of God’s judgment],
but you have received the Spirit of ________ as sons [the Spirit producing sonship]
by which we [joyfully] cry, “Abba! Father!”
The Spirit Himself testifies and confirms together with our spirit [assuring us]
that we [believers] are children of God.
(And if [we are His] _____, [then we are His] heirs also: heirs of God and ___________ with Christ
[sharing His spiritual blessing and inheritance],
if indeed we share in His suffering so that we may also share in His glory.
~ Roman 8:14-17 AMP

I will praise You, for I am fearfully and ___________ made; Marvelous are Your works,
And that my soul knows very well.
~ Psalm 139:14 NKJV

Do not judge, and you will not be judged. Do not condemn, and you will not be condemned.
Forgive, and you will be ________.
~ Luke 6:37 NIV

So if the Son sets you ____, you will be ____ indeed. (Can be found twice ;)
~ John 8:36 NIV

For many are called, but few are ______.
~ Matthew 22:14 NKJV

But you are a chosen generation, a _______________, a ___________, His own special people,
that you may proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvelous light
~ 1 Peter 2:9 NKJV

I no longer call you servants, because a servant does not know his master's business.
Instead, I have called you _______,
for everything that I learned from my Father I have made known to you.
~ John 15:15 NIV

He has ______ us and _______ us to a holy life--not because of anything we have done 
but because of his own purpose and grace.
This grace was given us in Christ Jesus before the beginning of time,
~ 2 Timothy 1:9 NIV

Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the __________ has come: The old has gone, the new is here!
~ 2 Corinthians 5:17 NIV

So God created man in ___ own ______, in the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them.
~ Genesis 1:27 NKJV

Do you not know that you are the _______ of God and that the Spirit of God dwells in you?
~ 1 Corinthians 3:16 NKJV

But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was crushed for our wickedness
[our sin, our injustice, our wrongdoing];
The punishment [required] for our well-being fell on Him, And by His stripes (wounds) we are ______.
~ Isaiah 53:5 AMP
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The most beautiful
time of the year..

 BY TIFFANY VAN BOOM
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I have always loved this time of year! When the

lights go up, the decorations come out, the

Christmas spirit is heightened and the most

magical time of the year is ignited. On top of that,

being in the city of light has definitely made me fall

in love with it even more. It’s no secret that for the

past two years the world has been upside down and

been downright draining and heartbreaking. It has

been a real rollercoaster of a time… and it’s not

really over, but we can still make the end of this

year a whole lot brighter than it started! 

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL TIME OF
THE YEAR. .

BY TIFFANY VAN BOOM

SWT

I have a feeling that many brands have been

feeling the lockdown blues (as we all have)

and now they’ve made a point that it’s time

to dress up and be the main character in the

outside world again, and I am totally here for

it. As much as I love my neutrals, there are

certain colours that I would gladly add to my

closet. Right now, green is the love of my

life. This bright shade has been on my mind

for months, it’s the beautiful bottega veneta

richness in colour that you didn’t think you

could find in a store unless it was high end

couture, however, Zara definitely showed up

with this piece that I will be living in all

winter.
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AND THEN, the standout pieces that are coming forth especially for this Christmas

season, which I’m a little (a lot) obsessed with, is SEQUIN/VELVET ANYTHING.  

It screams 'main character', elegance, decadence, and just all around everything any

woman should be arriving in this season. Because let’s be honest, we all deserve to

feel like we’re on the red carpet this Christmas. If you’re thinking of dressing down in a

more chilled look this Christmas, there sure is nothing wrong with a sweet cozy look,

however why not just go for it! Why not look like a dream that just arrived from one of

Hollywood’s most high-end events? To be that girl this season, I approve. 

Source: Pretty little thing, velvet set / velvet wrap dress, 2021. 
 

Source: Pretty little thing sequinned party dress // Zara sequinned blazer dress,
2021.
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Whether you decide to chill this

Christmas or go all out and really

show up and be THAT GIRL – feel the

magic of the season and take

everyone’s breath away, sweets.

Christmas is the one day of the year

no one says anything about how far

you choose to dress up. I say, take

full advantage and be the star I

know you are. 

With that being said, Merry

Christmas & Happy New Year – see

you soon mes amis!

Until our next strut.

Bisous – 

Tiff
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